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[SAMPLE CONTENT ]



- Developer 👨💻

- DevOps engineer (ex SRE) 👨💻

- Security engineer 👨💻

- Hacks on various open source 

projects 💾

- Runs a 42U rack and K8s PaaS 

from his living room 😱

- Worked in IT ~10y 👔
- #improviser #maker #soldier

#blueteamer #bookworm

Who this?

404 BEARD NOT FOUND



What this about?

- security headers… what?

- introduction to available security headers

- you, implementing security headers in your projects, hence...

- ...making the web safer



Logistics

- ~1.5h of theory

- <break>

- ~2.5h of lab-work

- questions ad hoc



SECURITY… HEADERS?



HTTP Basics
Request (your browser sends)

GET / HTTP/1.1

Host: improv.ee

User-Agent: Mozilla/5.0 (X11; Linux x86_64)

Cookie: PHPSESSID=a63cce092fa12

Accept: text/html,application/xhtml+xml,application/xml



HTTP Basics
Response (server replies)

HTTP/1.1 200 OK

Content-Type: text/html

Referrer-Policy: origin

Server: Apache2

<!doctype html>

<html lang="et">

<head>

<meta charset="utf-8">

...

HTTP HEADERS (METADATA)

HTTP RESPONSE BODY

EMPTY LINE

SECURITY HEADER



OVERVIEW OF HEADERS



HSTS - HTTP Strict Transport Security

— “Always use HTTPS on this domain”



HSTS

- Forces browsers to use only HTTPS (no initial HTTP -> HTTPS redirect)

- Browsers “remember” this setting (careful!) for max-age

- Can cascade to subdomains

- Browsers today still default to HTTP 😭



HSTS - first visit



HSTS - next visit



HSTS and the TOFU problem

- Q: “How can I enforce HTTPS, when a client does the first ever 

connection to my domain?

- A: “By hardcoding your domain as HTTPS to the browser itself”









HSTS preload requirements

- HTTPS supported

- Valid certificate

- Redirect from HTTP -> HTTPS

- All subdomains support HTTPS

- HSTS header on the base domain
- Max age at least a year

- Preload and includeSubdomains set (applies to ALL subdomains)

- Requirements must stay satisfied at all times



HSTS and redirections

HTTP://IMPROV.EE

↓

HTTPS://IMPROV.EE → (SET HSTS FOR IMPROV.EE)

↓

HTTPS://IMPROV.EU → (SET HSTS FOR IMPROV.EU)

http://improv.ee
https://improv.ee
https://improv.eu


HSTS - what could be better?

No HSTS whatsoever. Why SEB, why?! 😭
* I am a customer



HSTS - what could be better?

HSTS is set, but not preloaded. Redirection incorrect. 😒
* I am a customer



Why use HSTS

- People won’t type https:// into browsers
- Browsers default to HTTP (no encryption)

- 1st request will be unencrypted

- Protection against network attacks
- Attacker in your network path can MitM your redirect

- Performance
- No 1st redirect - saves load time



(some) cookies are sent with the first request  



attacker in network path can hijack the page  



LOWCOMPLEXITY

DANGER LOW

GAINS MEDIUM

HSTS



CAN I USE?





HTTP security headers

Questions?
Ando David Roots | @SQRooted | sqroot.eu
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